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Introduction
The Tonhalle (1895) and Kongresshaus (1937-39) in Zurich, Switzerland, represent a unique case study in the
construction history of modern architecture in the twentieth century. Fellner and Helmer’s original Tonhalle
and Trocodero was built in 1895, but relatively soon after, was partially demolished in the late 1930s to make
way for the Kongresshaus extension by Haefeli Moser Steiger Architects [1]. The resultant five connected
buildings (Los I - V) today form a constellation of neoclassical and modern architectural design on a prominent
site near the shore of Lake Zurich. (Fig. 1) When considering the original construction activities, together with
major later alterations, renovations, and subsequent extensions dating from 1955, 1978, 1985, and 2001, the
buildings are also a relatively concentrated and complex archaeological record of construction, architecture,
and engineering practice, dating from the late nineteenth century to the present day.

Figure 1. The Zurich Kongresshaus and Tonhalle and ground floor plan (gta Archives / ETH Zurich, Haefeli
Moser Steiger, and ARGE Boesch / Diener)
Within the context of the buildings’ current on-going restoration and extension project (2017-2020) [2], this
article focuses on one specific type of historical construction technique discovered in areas of the
Kongresshaus’ original late 1930s construction. This construction involves the use of unique hollow, cellular
tubes to build ribbed reinforced concrete floors, cast in-situ. Unlike more common forms of ribbed concrete
floor construction from the 1930s involving clay bodies or inserts, which are still in partial use sometimes
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today, the hollow bodies discussed herein were made of wooden frames, wrapped in woven mats of reeds or
canes, and tensioned together with simple, thin steel wires. In older German-language publications, this type of
hollow body is known as a ‘Rohrzelle’, which can be simply translated as ‘cellular tube’ [3].
This type of cellular-tube or Rohrzelle construction was first noticed on the Kongresshaus site when
preliminary probes were made to assess the structure in ca. 2016, before partial demolition and new
construction work officially began the following year. With the later removal of large areas of finished
materials and interior ceilings, however, a clearer understanding was attained of the extensive and varied use of
this construction technique in the Kongresshaus buildings. (Fig. 2) In parallel with these on-site discoveries and
observations, a basic literature survey was conducted to inform new structural interventions, and to better
understand the background and context of this construction technique and its materials. This article presents a
brief summary of literature and patents related to Rohrzelle construction, thereby charting its original
development and intended features and benefits. The results of preliminary on-site surveys and measurements
are then subsequently presented. Examples of Rohrzelle construction found in the Kongresshaus are compared
to cases and design guidelines found in relevant literature. The results of such comparisons will show how this
general construction technique was employed straightforwardly in certain instances, but also innovatively
adapted to suit the specific design and construction of the original 1930s Kongresshaus buildings.

Figure 2. Rohrzelle construction exposed on the Kongresshaus construction site in 2017 (P.H. Fleming)
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Background and literature review
Finding relevant background information and literature on the use and development of this type of particular
formwork in historical reinforced concrete construction at first proved challenging. The important keyword
‘Rohrzelle’ was initially unknown to the author, architects, and other engineers currently involved in the ongoing Kongresshaus restoration and extension work. It was only speaking with an older architect during a
public tour of the Kongresshaus that the author learned how this same construction method was supposedly
first used in Switzerland in the slightly older Neubühl Housing project from 1929-32. The Kongresshaus
architects Max Ernst Haefeli, Werner Max Moser, and Rudolf Steiger were also responsible for the Neubühl
project with a larger group of architects, so it seemed plausible that they would have been familiar with the
construction technique and also advocated its use in their later Kongresshaus project. Historical photographs
from the Sigfried Giedion Archive at ETH Zurich quickly confirmed that the Neubühl project did employ the
same type of construction, with cellular hollow bodies of wooden frames wrapped in reeds [4]. (Fig. 3) More
importantly, the Giedion and Neubühl archival documents and literature identified the resultant structures as
‘Rohrzellendecken’ or ‘cellular-tube’ slabs [5]. Once learning this simple keyword, a more thorough and
fruitful literature review and patent search could begin.

Figure 3. Rohrzellen used in the Neubühl Housing project from 1929-32 (gta Archives, ETH Zurich / Sigfried
Giedion)
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The results of searching for documents and photographs related to other examples of Rohrzelle construction
first produced a detailed report outlining the restoration and conservation efforts for a school building in
Schweinfurt, Germany dating from ca. 1908 [6]. Like in the Kongresshaus, the hallmark wooden frames and
reeds, which are typically bonded to the final concrete and left in place indefinitely, were identified in the
German school during local, on-site probes in circa 2005. The report confirmed that this technique was not a
particular or bespoke means of construction developed in Switzerland dating back to the early 1930s, but a
system invented much earlier by the influential concrete engineer Gustav Adolf Wayss, better known for his
early development and promotion of the Monier reinforced concrete system throughout Europe [7]. A patent
search shed further light on the original development and timeline of his lesser-known Rohrzelle system, with
Wayss filing various relevant patents from in the years from 1906-10 in Switzerland, England, and Austria,
among other countries. Interestingly, Wayss not only patented the construction technique and type of resultant
hollow body itself [8], but also a machine (Fig. 4) to manufacture the cellular tubes [9], and even the detail and
way to weave the reeds and canes into matting using thin metal filament [10]. A roll of cane matting could be
loaded into the previously noted machine, along with wooden frames, and numerous rolls of steel wires to
manufacture the hollow bodies. In the 1927 German publication Handbuch für Eisenbetonbau (Handbook for
Reinforced Concrete Construction), a short paragraph outlining Wayss’ Rohrzellen system noted that the
cellular tubes were typically manufactured in 1m lengths and were very light to handle, in turn minimizing the
self-weight of the resultant structure [11]. Furthermore, using Wayss’ patented Rohrzelle manufacturing
machine, one worker in around 10 hours could produce approximately 250 cellular tubes [12]. Compared to
one’s first impression on-site of seeing this apparently primitive formwork made of reeds and canes, the
Rohrzelle construction system and its associated manufacturing is deceptively standardized and industrial.

Fig. 4 Wayss’ patented machine for manufacturing Rohrzellen (G.A. Wayss [13])
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The author’s literature review concluded with the final result of finding a detailed publication on the Rorhzelle
system written by Wayss himself, dating from 1907 [14]. Wayss’ text outlines the system, its means of
manufacture, and its advantages compared to clay-body alternatives. Wayss’ noted key benefits to promote his
system, and in doing so, addressed three critical areas: cost, structural efficiency, and construction. For
example, in comparison to much heavier and shorter clay bodies, Rohrzellen could be produced much more
efficiently and in a standardized fashion, with a Rohrzelle manufacturing machine directly on a construction
site. The basic materials of wood and reeds or canes involved also meant the bodies could be further adjusted
with relative ease. The resultant self-weight for a typical Rohrzellendecke was also significantly lightly than
ribbed concrete floors made with clay bodies. Wayss estimated the former at just 6-7kg/m2, compared to the
latter’s 150-180kg/m2 [15]. Short clay-body inserts were also criticized as difficult to align with one another
during construction. They often come slightly distorted due to their earlier firing process, hence leading to
concrete unintentionally entering the hollow areas of clay bodies during subsequent pouring. The publication
concluded with detailed span tables for five standard sizes of Rohrzellen (Table 1). Span tables covered ranges
from 2.50 up to 7.50m with various load combinations, while the text also described how Rohrzellen could be
used for both open, ribbed-concrete floors and completely enclosed, hollow-floor sections [16]. Examples of
both types are also seen in the original Kongresshaus construction dating from the late 1930s.
Table 1. Standard dimensions of Rohrzellen in Wayss’ original span tables (G.A. Wayss [17]).
Height (cm)

Width (cm)

15

18

19

14

21

24

25

20

27

30

31

26

On-site observations and measurements
Initial on-site measurements were concentrated in the 1930s Kongresssaal (Los I) building designed by Haefeli
Moser Steiger Architects and structural engineer Robert Maillart. In particular, on the far eastward side of the
building site, the building’s original roof over corridors and rooms next to the Beethovenstrasse façade were
made throughout as an open-ribbed, Rohrzellendecke structure (Fig. 5a). On-site measurements confirmed that
the size of the Rohrzelle used here had a standard height of 25cm, but with a slightly larger width of 38cm,
compared to the maximum 30cm width seen in Wayss’ original five standard types (Table 1). This larger 38cm
width was at least partially dictated by the limits of Wayss’ manufacturing machine, which in principle, could
be used to make any cross-section having a width or height of 10-40cm [18]. The 38cm wide Rohrzellen, with
a 12cm wide concrete rib, also makes an even 50cm spacing for simpler calculations, especially when
specifying the reinforcement diameter and amount required per metre, which in turn simply corresponds to two
adjacent ribs and two Rohrzellen (2x50cm). As the span in this instance, however, was only ca. 6m, this
straightforward structure is a basic interpolation and optimization of the guidelines from Wayss’ 1907
publication.
Later in 1955, an additional fourth storey was added directly above the existing third storey Rohrzellendecke
along the Beethovenstrasse. The later 1955 structure was similarly built as a Rohrzellendecke, yet as an
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updated version of the system. This 1950s example showed how both the construction and structure could be
further optimized and refined (Fig. 5b), with even wider 60cm bodies having a height of only 16cm. Again, the
concrete ribs were roughly 12cm wide, as in the previous case. The structural optimization seen in the later
structure could come about as the newer slab and ribs were built somewhat differently, with the newer example
made with nailed frames or cut boarding material, wrapped only on three sides with reed and cane matting,
instead of as fully enclosed, wrapped tubes. Furthermore, the older Rohrzellendecke from 1938 was built with
smooth reinforcement bars, whereas the example from 1955 was made with reinforcement with spiral ribbing.
The later reinforcement can simply establish a better bonding with its surrounding concrete. The Rohrzelle
system, developed shortly after the turn of the twentieth century, was therefore still in use nearly 50 years after
its original introduction, and still compatible with newer types of reinforcement.

Figure 5.a (left) Kongresssaal Rohrzelle structures from 1938. Figure 5.b (right) from 1955 (P.H. Fleming)
Compared to the Kongresssaal’s open-ribbed structures along the Beethovenstrasse (Figs 2, 5), other examples
of hollow-section floors made using Rohrzelle construction were somewhat more difficult to measure and
document first-hand. Such structures remain completely enclosed and can initially appear to be simple solid
concrete floors or ceilings; their cassette-like cross-section and inner Rohrzelle construction are hidden and
rarely exposed or accessible for research purposes, even in the case of a major renovation and restoration
project. An opportunity, however, did arise to open one such hollow-section floor in the Kongresssaal, as a new
opening was needed for the building’s updated electrical installation. After making an initial provisional
opening in the structure on its lower surface (Fig. 6), the Rohrzelle construction was revealed and found to be
the same dimensions as in the previous case from 1938 (Fig. 5a), with a width and height of 38 and 25cm,
respectively. With a span-length of ca. 6.5m, the lower plate of the floor section was 8cm in height, whereas the
concrete ribs between the lower and upper plates were again 12cm in width. No evidence was seen of a
construction joint in the concrete between the lower plate and ribs, suggesting that the structure was most likely
poured in one step. An alternative may have been to pour the lower plate first, resulting in a thin but level and
smooth concrete working surface for laying the Rohrzelle bodies and reinforcement for the ribs and upper
plate. As the opening for the electrical installation has not yet been made through the upper plate, the thickness
of the upper plate and the complete dimensions of the structure’s cross-section are not yet known. They will
become measurable and accessible in due course, however, as work progresses on the construction site
continues.
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Figure 6. Opening and measurement of a hollow-floor section built with Rohrzelle (P.H. Fleming)

Extended uses and applications
The previous examples of Rohrzelle construction were described and outlined in principle in Wayss’ 1907
publication. These cases illustrate Wayss’ intentions of providing a lightweight body for ribbed reinforced
concrete construction for spans up to ca. 7.50m, with standardized hollow bodies that can be efficiently
manufactured but also easily modified or adjusted on-site as needed. Another case of Rohrzelle construction in
the Kongresshaus’ Foyer (Los III) building shows how the system could be further extended for use in much
larger spanning structures of around 11m. (Fig. 7a) What is noticeable about this particular Rohrzelle structure
is how its ribs gradually become wider near the supports on the north side of the Foyer, with tapered Rohrzelle
bodies. (Fig. 7b) Such a detail was not outlined or mentioned in Wayss’s patents or the 1907 publication
outlining the Rohrzelle system and its uses. The widening ribs were most likely made here to accommodate the
larger shear forces arising from the longer span. The Rohrzelle themselves measure ca. 38cm in height and ca.
40 – 55cm in width, with typical 20cm wide concrete ribs. The patterning of reeds and cane further confirm
that the enclosing matting could be cut and wrapped around the frames of varying width, following the regular
and efficient process with Wayss’ Rohrzelle manufacturing machine. Although not originally developed by
Wayss, these tapering Rohrzelle bodies further demonstrate the adaptability of the simple materials involved
and the general-purpose nature of the system. This structure represents a case of how Wayss’ Rohrzelle system
could be innovatively modified and extended for different uses and applications.
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Figure 7.a (left) Rohrzelle construction for an 11m span. Figure 7.b (right) with tapering ribs near the end
supports (P.H. Fleming).
Perhaps the most unconventional use of Rohrzelle bodies in the 1930s Kongresshaus construction can be seen
in the Gartensaal (Los II). Designed as a series of repeated vaults, the Gartensaal’s ceiling is a relatively
complex structure formed of thin, arching ribs that span between massive concrete elements supported by
columns. (Fig. 8a) Located between the structure’s ribs, Rohrzelle bodies followed the structure’s arched
profile on their underside, but were enclosed with reed and cane matting above. (Fig. 8b) Patterns of sawn
wood, imprinted on the side surface area of each concrete rib, further indicate that the sides of the adjacent
Rohrzelle bodies were also enclosed with wood. These observations confirm that the Rohrzelle here were
wrapped with reed and cane matting only from above and in one direction, parallel with the thin concrete ribs
of the main structure. Such relatively complex formwork construction seems incompatible with Wayss’
standard Rohrzelle manufacturing machine, and was mostly likely achieved by hand on the construction site.
Compared to the basic cellular tube construction originally proposed by Wayss, the Rohrzelle bodies employed
in the Gartensaal therefore followed a much more specific construction, one that was individually tailored for
the resultant structure.

Figure 8.a (left) Rohrzelle construction in the Kongresshaus Gartensaal. Figure 8.b (right) with individual
bodies located between the structure’s arched ribs (P.H. Fleming).
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Conclusions and future work
The literature and examples presented in this article provide evidence to show how Wayss’ Rohrzelle system
was used extensively and in a variety of ways in the 1930s Kongresshaus construction. Rohrzelle were used in
the Kongresssaal (Los I) more or less as Wayss originally intended, in straightforward ribbed and hollowsection floors ranging up to 7.50m in span. On the other hand, the Rohrzelle system and its materials were also
innovatively adapted to have tapering forms, thereby accommodating the Foyer’s (Los III) much larger spans
of ca. 11m and extending the useful span range of Wayss’ system. The final example from the Gartensaal (Los
II) illustrated how Rohrzelle could also break free from their standardized forms and dimensions, offering
bespoke, custom-made bodies for a complex and individual structure. These examples highlight the
unparalleled opportunities of conducting construction history research during a major renovation and
restoration project, where large areas of finish surfaces are removed to offer a rare perspective of raw structure
and materials. Yet as the Kongresshaus buildings can be considered as exemplary in terms of modern
architectural heritage in the twentieth century, their realization from such primitive but effective construction
techniques and materials raises an important issue for further study. Compared to the established narrative of
modern architecture and its harnessing of the new technology of its day, the examples of Rohrzelle construction
presented here suggest a more complex and ambiguous relationship between modern architecture, technology,
and construction. The nature of this relationship can be better addressed with further studies on the construction
history of the Kongresshaus and other notable examples of modern architecture from the twentieth century.
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